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Rights Description of the Right Possible Values
Smart Quotes Right Structure
Server Offline Connected
Use SQL Server To enable the use of the SQL server for the Offline Connected Mode Yes or No
Use Synchronization To enable the user of the Synchronization functionality in the Offline Connected Mode Yes or No
Server
Server Name To define the name of the SQL server which contains the database Any name up to 70 characters
Database Name To define the name of the database Any name up to 70 characters
Encryption To encrypt the data exchanged betwen the client and the server Enabled or Disabled
Account
Use Special Account To enable the use of a special account for connecting to the SQL server Yes or No
User Name To define the User Name for the special account described above Any name up to 70 characters

Password To define/modify the password for the User Name for the special account described above
Any password up to 64 characters which remains 
hidden

Update
Use Manual Update To enable the manual update functionality Yes or No

Use Auto Update
To allow the application to search for updates automatically and inform the user when an update is 
available

Yes or No

Update Time Interval (in hundredths of a second) To define the frequency of automatic update checks Any numerical value up to 12 integers
Login
Default Password To provide the user's default password Any password up to 256 characters
Password Mandatory Change To force the user to change the default password upon login Yes or No
Password Control
At least 1 Upper Case Mandatory Character To force the password to include at least one uppercase letter Optional or Mandatory
At least 1 Lower Case Mandatory Character To force the password to include at least one lowercase letter Optional or Mandatory
At least 1 Mandatory Number To force the password to include at least one number Optional or Mandatory
At least 1 Mandatory Special Character To force the password to include at least one special character Optional or Mandatory
Minimal Length To define a minimum number of characters for the user's password Any numerical value up to 12 integers

Warning Period [days] To define the number days before a user's password expires where they will receive a warning Any numerical value up to 12 integers

Validity Period [days] To define how many days a password is valid Any numerical value up to 12 integers
Opening
Add to Smart Quotes Title To add additional information to the Metis title bar Any information limited to 256 characters
Last Open Project/Offer to display To define the number of last opened projects and offers to display Any numerical value up to 12 integers
Project
Auto-allocation of the Reference Number To automatically generate and allocate a reference number upon creating a project Enabled or Disabled
Use Import / Export To enable the import and export of projects Yes or No
Use History To enable the use of Project/Offer information and logging functionalities Yes or No
Use Multiple Projects Deletion (QSBW Offline only) To allow the deletion of multiple projects at once Yes or No
Use Project Owner To define the project owner from a dropdown list Yes or No
Company / Contact
Creation of New Companies To enable the user to manually create new companies Enabled or Disabled
Copy of Existing Companies To enable the user to make duplicates of existing companies Allowed, Not Allowed, or Restricted
Creation of New Contact Persons To enable the user to create new contact persons Enabled or Disabled
Copy of Existing Contact Persons To enable the user to make duplicates of existing contact persons Allowed, Not Allowed, or Restricted
Use UAN To enable the use of UAN by adding a field to the Enabled or Disabled
Use SAP To enable the use of SAP by adding a field to the Enabled or Disabled
'Street' Mandatory To make the "Street" field mandatory Yes or No
Use CMR To enable the use of CMR by adding a field to the Enabled or Disabled
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CMR Type To enable the use of CMR Type by adding a field to the Enabled or Disabled
'State' Mandatory To make the "State" field mandatory Yes or No
Branch
Branch Allocation To hide, display, or make the "Branch" field mandatory when adding/editing addresses Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Offer

Import All Offer Headers
Enables the automatic import of offer headers upon sychronization between two installations of 
Metis Smart Quotes applications in offline connected mode.

Yes or No

Warning
Amount To define the threshold offer amount required to perform a bid analysis Any numerical value up to 10 integers

Document
This setting is in relation to the red exclamation point icon which appears near the title bar of the 
window

Any type of document the users desires to associate 
with the warning message

Warning Message
This setting is in relation to the message which appears after the red exclamation point icon 
described above

Any information limited to … characters

Offer Data
Sales To make the "Sales" field mandatory Optional or Mandatory
Use Offer Number To enable the use of an Offer Number Enabled or Disabled
Use Manual Offer Number To enable the usage of an Offer Number other than the one automatically generated Yes or No
Statistics
Bid Origin To hide, display, or make the '''Bid Origin''' field mandatory when defining offer data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Bid Branch To hide, display, or make the "Bid Branch" field mandatory when defining offer data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Status To hide, display, or make the ''Status''' field mandatory when defining offer data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Reason To hide or display the "Reason" field when defining offer data Yes or No
Potential To hide, display, or make the ''Potential'' field mandatory when defining offer data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Probability To hide, display, or make the "Probability [%]" field mandatory when defining offer data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Starting Date To hide, display, or make the ''Starting Date'' field mandatory when defining offer data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Proceed To hide, display, or make the "Proceed [%]" field mandatory when defining offer data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
System
Own System Templates To enable the saving and the use of system and sub-system templates in the offer mask Enabled or Disabled
Show ECS ID To enable the display of the ECS ID number field of a system Enabled or Disabled
System Data
Title To make the "Title" field mandatory when defining system data Optional or Mandatory
Type To make the "Type" field mandatory when defining system data Optional or Mandatory
Description To make the "Description" field mandatory when defining system data Optional or Mandatory
Multiple Configuration Enables the user to edit the quantity of some sub-systems Yes or No

Limited description
To limit the number of characters used in the Description field. If enabled, the size of the description 
is limited to 80 characters, with only the characters [A...Z], [a...z], [0...9] and [<SPACE>, +, -, _, (,), 
[,]] being accepted

Yes or No

Instruction To hide, display, or make the "Instruction" field mandatory when defining system data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Sales To make the "Sales" field mandatory when defining system data Optional or Mandatory
Hide Project Manager To hide the "Project Manager" field in the system data Yes or No
Hide Team Leader To hide the "Team Leader" field in the system data Yes or No
Hide Technician To hide the "Technician" field in the system data Yes or No

Equipment Nr for no New Offer
To hide, display, or make the "Equipment Nr" field mandatory when the user is creating an 
extension offer

Not used, Optional, or Mandatory

Dates
Installation Beginning To hide, display, or make the '''Installation''' field mandatory when defining system data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
System Mounting To hide, display, or make the "Mounting" field mandatory when defining system data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Commissioning To hide, display, or make the '''Commissioning''' field mandatory when defining system data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Acceptance To hide, display, or make the "Acceptance" field mandatory when defining system data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
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Invoice To hide, display, or make the '''Invoice''' field mandatory when defining system data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Statistics
Status To hide, display, or make the '''Status''' field mandatory when defining system data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Probability To hide, display, or make the "Probability [%]" field mandatory when defining system data Not used, Optional, or Mandatory
Reason To hide or display the "Reason" field when defining system data Yes or No
Price
Calculation
GLP Price To use pre-defined or calculated sales and purchase prices Any GLP  Price from the list provided
Segment To select the segments to be displayed to the user Any Segment from the list provided
Access
Customer View To give access to the Customer View functionality Enabled or Disabled
Leasing To give access to the Leasing functionality Enabled or Disabled
Comparison To give access to the Comparison functionality Enabled or Disabled
Limits To give access to the Limits functionality Enabled or Disabled
Send to SET To give access to the Send to SET functionality Enabled or Disabled
SORA To give access to the SORA functionality Enabled or Disabled
Debug Mode To give access to the Debug Mode functionality Enabled or Disabled
Cost View To give access to the Cost View functionality Enabled or Disabled
Service Aggregation To give access to the Service Aggregation functionality Enabled or Disabled
Display
Buy Price To display or hide the Purchase Price columns Enabled or Disabled
Round-off To define at which value decimals begin to be rounded off Any numerical value up to 10 integers
Material List
Find and replace material To display or hide the "Replace" button Enabled or Disabled
Column "Page Break" To display or hide the "PB" column Enabled or Disabled

Use Configuration Validation To enable the mandatory control of the system configuration by an especially authorized user Enabled or Disabled

Export XLS of List of Equipment To enable the creation of an Excel file of the list of equipment Enabled or Disabled

Show Position Long Designation To display or hide the long designation for the position when mousing over them in List Result tab Yes or No

Positions

Creation of Personal Positions
This setting has an influence on the window which appears after the user has double-clicked on a 
position in the List of Equipment. In particular, it applies to the green add icon which appears in the 
upper right corner of that window.

Enabled or Disabled

Another Position (Manual Position)
This setting has an influence on the window which appears after the user has double-clicked on a 
position in the List of Equipment. In particular, it provides an additional definition that the user can 
choose. It appears next to Text position and 3rd party position.

Enabled or Disabled

Modification
Edit Item Text To allow the Metis Smart Quotes user to edit item texts Enabled or Disabled
Attributes To allow the Metis Smart Quotes user to edit Attribute values of the positions Enabled or Disabled

Sales Price This setting has an influence on the column Unit Price which appears in the List of Equipment Enabled or Disabled

Position Sorting According to Insertion When set to yes, this setting has an influence on the general order of lines in the List of Equipment Yes or No

Discount
Customer Discount To enable customer discounts Enabled or Disabled
Maximal Discount SRV To set the maximum discount for services Any numerical value up to 10 integers
Maximal Discount MAT To set the maximum discount for materials Any numerical value up to 10 integers
Minimal Margin SRV To set the minimum discount for services Any numerical value up to 10 integers
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Minimal Margin MAT To set the minimum discount for materials Any numerical value up to 10 integers
Discount by same position To apply the same discount to all occurences of a position Enabled or Disabled
Margin To allow the Metis Smart Quotes user to edit the margin of a position Not used, Editable, or Read Only
Price by same position To set the same price for identical positions Enabled or Disabled
Markup To hide, display, or make the Markup column read only Not used, Editable, or Read Only
Lock To enable the lock functionality Enabled or Disabled
Positions
Purchase Price To enable discounts on the purchase price Enabled or Disabled
Discount on material To enable discounts on materials Enabled or Disabled
Discount on services To enable discount on services Enabled or Disabled
Sections
Purchase Price To enable discounts on the purchase price Enabled or Disabled
Discount on material To enable discounts on materials Enabled or Disabled
Discount on services To enable discount on services Enabled or Disabled
System
Purchase Price To enable discounts on the purchase price Enabled or Disabled
Discount on material To enable discounts on materials Enabled or Disabled
Discount on services To enable discount on services Enabled or Disabled
Offer
Purchase Price To enable discounts on the purchase price Enabled or Disabled
Discount on material To enable discounts on materials Enabled or Disabled
Discount on services To enable discount on services Enabled or Disabled
Configuration Service
Configuration Service To enable the Configuration Service functionality Enabled or Disabled
Org ID This setting refers to information which is used upon visiting Configuration Service Any ID up to 256 characters
Web Address A web address to define for the configuration service Any web address up to 256 characters
Country Code This setting refers to information which is used upon visiting Configuration Service A valid country code for the country chosen
Validity Period [days] The number of days that a configuration validation from Configuration Service remains valid Any number of days up to 12 intergers long
IBase

Password A password used to gain access to Ibase
Any password up to 64 characters which remains 
hidden

Account An account used to gain access to Ibase Any account name up to 256 characters
Send by Mail
Send to SORA
SORA To provide access to the SORA functionality Enabled or Disabled
E-Mail To define the default recipient of the e-mail Any email address up to 256 characters
Protocol To define the type of pop-up that appears for creating and sending e-mails to SORA SMTP (see "SMTP")
Send to SET
Send to SET To provide access to the SET functionality Enabled or Disabled
E-mail To define the default recipient of the e-mail Any email address up to 256 characters
Protocol To define the type of pop-up that appears for creating and sending e-mails to SET SMTP (see "SMTP")
SMTP
Server Name To define the name of the SMTP server Any name up to 256 characters
Login To define the login for SMTP Any login up to 256 characters

Password To define/modify the password for the Login account described above
Any password up to 64 characters which remains 
hidden

Send to Support (Debug Mode)
E-mail To define the default recipient of the e-mail Any email address up to 256 characters
Protocol To define the type of pop-up that appears for creating and sending e-mails to Support SMTP (see "SMTP")
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ENScore
ENScore To provide access to the ENScore functionality Enabled or Disabled
Web Page To define the web page address where the ENScore configurator can be found Any web address up to 256 characters
Web Service To define the web service address to which Metis Smart Quotes connects Any web address up to 256 characters
System To define the system to which ENScore positions are attributed Service Catalogue
Enscore Service Description is linked to To define a note to the Enscore Service Description Any note from the given list in Metis
Order
Deactivation of "Export Control" To display the Export Control window after clicking on the Order button Yes or No
Default Order Type To define the order files default format Any type of file type from the given list
Order To enable the order tab in Metis Smart Quotes Enabled or Disabled
SES Orders

Company to be linked as "Ultimate Receiver" Ship-to-party
Any address role from the list of address roles found 
in Metis

Mandatory Company Nr. for "Ultimate Receiver" No Yes or No

Company to be linked as "Invoice Receiver" Payer
Any address role from the list of address roles found 
in Metis

Mandatory Company Nr. for "Invoice Receiver" No Yes or No
Mandatory "Manual Order Nr" No Yes or No
SES R41
Activation SES R41 To enable the SES R41 functionality Yes or No
Description SES R41 To enable the user to type in a description for SES R41 Any description up to 256 characters

Company to be linked as "Supplier" To define the company to be linked as the Supplier
Any address role from the list of address roles found 
in Metis

Company to be linked as "Ultimate Buyer" To define the company to be linked as the Ultimate Buyer
Any address role from the list of address roles found 
in Metis

SES Spiridon
Activation SES Spiridon To enable the SES Spiridon functionality Yes or No
Description SES Spiridon To enable the user to type in a description of SES Spiridon Any description up to 256 characters
Sales Organisation To define the sales organisation Any of the sales organistions from the given list
Division To define the division Any of the divisions from the given list
Organisation Unit To define the organisation unit Any of the organization units from the given list
Statistics
Order Status To enable the order status Enabled or Disabled
XML Orders
Activation XML To enable the generation of XML type order files Yes or No

Description XML The text to be displayed to the Metis Smart Quotes user (when indicating or selecting an order type) Any text up to 256 characters

Company to be linked as "Customer"
To select the address role (and the company defined for this role) to be considered as the 
“Customer”

Any address role from the list of address roles found 
in Metis

CSV Orders
Activation CSV To enable the generation of CSV type order files Yes or No

Description CSV The text to be displayed to the Metis Smart Quotes user (when indicating or selecting an order type) Any text up to 256 characters

TXT Orders
Activation TXT To enable the generation of TXT type order files Yes or No

Description TXT The text to be displayed to the Metis Smart Quotes user (when indicating or selecting an order type) Any text up to 256 characters

XLS Orders
Activation XLS To enable the generation of XLS type order files Yes or No
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Description XLS The text to be displayed to the Metis Smart Quotes user (when indicating or selecting an order type) Any text up to 256 characters

Documents
Activation To enable the ability to generate documents Yes or No
Access
Internal Notes To provide access to the Internal Notes option Enabled or Disabled
Accompanying Letter
Enabling To enable the creation accompanying letters Yes or No

Directory
To define the default directory (per available language) that opens when the Metis Smart Quotes 
user wishes to import a template

Any directory the user wishes to define

Project Text
Project Text To enable the creation of project text Enabled or Disabled

Directory
To define the default directory (per available language) that opens when the Metis Smart Quotes 
user wishes to import a template

Any directory the user wishes to define

Offer Level
To determine if the content defined in the Final Text window must be available for offer level or 
system level documents.

Yes or No

Final Text
Final Text To enable the creation of project text Enabled or Disabled

Directory
To define the default directory (per available language) that opens when the Metis Smart Quotes 
user wishes to import a template

Any directory the user wishes to define

Offer Level
To determine if the content defined in the Final Text window must be available for offer level or 
system level documents.

Yes or No

Commercial Conditions
Commercial Conditions To enable the Metis Smart Quotes user to type in the commercial conditions Enabled or Disabled

Directory
To define the default directory (per available language) that opens when the Metis Smart Quotes 
user wishes to import a template

Any directory the user wishes to define

Offer Level To determine if the defined content must be available for offer level or system level documents Yes or No

Conditions and Signatures To enable the definition of the main commercial conditions and the signatories Enabled or Disabled
Other Conditions To enable the definition of the other commercial conditions Enabled or Disabled
Documents on Server
Send Documents to Server To enable saving documents in a specific directory Enabled or Disabled
Document Path To define the default directory where the documents are stored Any document path the user wishes to define
Service Descriptions
Service Descriptions To enable the Metis Smart Quotes user to type in a description for the services Enabled or Disabled

Directory
To define the default directory (per available language) that opens when the Metis Smart Quotes 
user wishes to import a template

Any directory the user wishes to define

Offer Level
To determine if the content defined in the Service descriptions window must be available for offer 
level or system level documents.

Yes or No

Display
Delivery To display the Delivery and Handling field Enabled or Disabled
Delivery Time To display the Delivery Time field Enabled or Disabled
Signature Letter To display the Signature for Accompanying Letter field Enabled or Disabled
Signature Offer To display the Signature for Offer fields Enabled or Disabled
Validity To display the Offer Validity field Enabled or Disabled
Payment Terms To display the Payment Terms field Enabled or Disabled
Sender To display the Sender field Enabled or Disabled
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Permit User Defined Terms
To enable the Metis Smart Quotes user to define their own terms for the Payment Terms, Delivery 
Time, Delivery and Handling, Invoicing Terms, Warranty, Export Terms and Payment Mode

Enabled or Disabled

Position No. (OLE Word) : 1.1, 1.2, ...
To define how the positions within a section are numbered when offer documents are generated. In 
relation to the OLE tag [@TADetails].

Any numbering choice from the given list

Generic Excel
Generic XLS Activation To enable the generation of Generic Excel files Yes or No
Template To define the Excel file used as a template Any excel file
Macro To enable the use of macros Enabled or Disabled
Macro Name To define a name for the macro Any name up to 256 characters
Use Multiple Price Categories To enable the use of multiple price categories Yes or No
Models
Expert Mode To enable Expert Mode Enabled or Disabled
Service Modelling To consider the service models in the calculation Enabled or Disabled
Setup

Country To define a default country Any country from the list of countries found in Metis

Variant To define a default variant Any variant from the list of variants found in Metis

Default Currency To definate a default currency
Any currency from the list of currencies found in 
Metis

Check of Internet connection To check the status of the internet connection Yes or No

Default Price Category To define a default price category
Any price category from the list of price categories 
found in Metis

Libraries
Library 1 To define the first external library that can be used in Metis Any of the libraries from the given list
Library 2 To define the second external library that can be used in Metis Any of the libraries from the given list
Library 3 To define the third external library that can be used in Metis Any of the libraries from the given list
Version Validity
Blocking Date The date after which it is no longer possible to launch the application Any date with the following format DD.MM.YYYY
Date of Validity The date after which it is no longer possible to configure offers Any date with the following format DD.MM.YYYY
Announce End of Validity [days] The number of days in advance that the user receives a warning about validity expiration Any numerical value up to 12 integers
Personal Data
Edit Personal Data (Basic) To enable the user to edit the Phone, Mobile, Fax, E-Mail and the Language fields Yes or No
Edit Personal Data (Extended) To enable the user to edit the last name and first name fields Yes or No
Companies

Country To set a default country upon creation of a new company Any country from the list of countries found in Metis

Language To set a default language upon creation of a new company
Any language from the list of languages found in 
Metis

Edit Company Data (Extended) To enable the user to edit the Address, Zip Code, and City fields Yes or No
Edit Company Data (Basic) To enable the user to edit the Building and Department fields Yes or No
Edit Company Name To enable the user to edit the Company1 and Company2 fields Yes or No
Default Long Texts Format

Default Font To define the default font type
The desired font of the user. This cell has a 
character limit of 256

Default Size To define the default font size Any numerical value up to 12 integers
Configuration Management
Configuration Management To enable the Configuration Management functionality Enabled or Disabled
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Super-user 1 To define the first super-user A user from the list of users for the current version

Super-user 2 To define the second super-user A user from the list of users for the current version

Super-user 3 To define the third super-user A user from the list of users for the current version

Network Folder To define the network folder Any folder path the user wishes to define
Global One
Web Service Address To define the web service address to connect to the Global One web service Any web address up to 256 characters
Import Customers & Contacts To enable the import of customers and contacts Enabled or Disabled

Limit for Customer Import To define the maximum number of customers that can to be imported at one time
Any numerical value up to 12 integers. Setting the 
value to "0" defines it as unlimited

Import Opportunities To enable the import of opportunities (also known as projects) Enabled or Disabled
Limit for Opportunity Import To define the maximum number of opportunities that can to be imported at one time Any numerical value up to 12 integers

Role
To define the role the customer is assigned to, who is linked to an opportunity, after the opportunity 
has been imported. If left blank, no customer is linked to the opportunity.

Any role from the list of roles found in Metis
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